Evoked potentials recorded from scalp and spinous processes during spinal column surgery.
Peroneal nerve evoked potentials were simultaneously recorded from scalp and from wire electrodes inserted into lumbar and thoracic spinous processes at multiple levels during surgery for correction of spinal column curvature in 43 patients. Spinal potentials progressively increased in latency rostrally. Over cauda equina and rostral spinal cord initially positive triphasic potentials were recorded. Over caudal spinal cord the response consisted of initial positive-negative diphasic potentials that merged with broad large negative and positive potentials. At rapid rates of stimulation, the initial diphasic component was stable but the subsequent potentials significantly diminished in amplitude. This suggests that the diphasic component reflects presynaptic activity arising in the intramedullary continuations of dorsal root fibers and that the subsequent components reflect largely postsynaptic activity. Scalp recordings at restricted bandpass (30-3000 c/sec) revealed well defined positive and negative potentials with mean peak latencies of 25.9 and 29.9 msec (PV-N1). The amplitudes and latencies of PV-N1 remained relatively stable throughout general anesthesia with halogenated agents which suggests that this component may be a reliable monitor of conduction within spinal cord afferent pathways during spinal surgery. Data are presented which suggest that selective filtering may help to distinguish faster frequency, synchronous axonal events from slower frequency, asynchronous axonal or synaptic events.